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Step by Step Reverse Applique Workshop 

1. Required supplies 
 Fabrics 

 (9) 4 ½” x 4 ½” for the background 
 (9) 4” x 4” for the circles – your choice of nine colors 

 Universal scissors (Make sure that they are under 4” from the pivot point if you will be 
travelling by air) 

 Fabric glue for temporary basting, such as Roxanne Glue Baste or your preferred glue. 
(Make sure that it is 3.4 ounces/100 milliliters or less per item if you will be travelling by 
air) 

 A sewing needle 
 A pencil 
 A fabric pencil, such as Clover Water Soluble Pencil. 

2. Any cutting/prep in advance 
Use spray starch and iron all your fabrics before cutting. It helps 
minimize the shrinkage of the fabric during the process. Cut all fabric 
parts mentioned in Required Supplies as instructed.  

3. Satomi Quilts provides 
 A packet (handout, printed template, freezer paper and small 

painting brush)  
 Starch 
 6” Ruler (please do not take it home with you!) 

4. Steps 
1. Cut out the template. 
2. Trace the circles on the freezer paper and mark the center line for each side 

using the template as a guide. (Diagram 1) 
3. Cut out the freezer paper. 
4. Fold and finger press the background fabric to make the center marks. (Diagram 2) 
5. Place the cut freezer paper with the coated side onto the wrong side of the 

background fabric and press. Make sure to match the creases on the 
background and marked lines on the cut freezer paper. (Diagram 3) 

6. Cut center part of the background fabric along the cut freezer paper with ½” 
seam.  

7. Clip seam to the freezer paper template.  
8. Apply starch to seam. 
9. Press seam toward to the wrong side along the template line.  
10. Apply the glue to seam. 
11. Right side down, place the square for the circle onto the wrong side of the 

background and press.   
12. Gently take off the freezer paper. 
13. Top stitch along the circle. No need to use backstitch at the beginning and 

the end.  
14. Bring the thread ends to the wrong side. Tie the threads to secure. 
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